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Overview  

Fascinating how private investors have realised that wealth creation increasingly relies on investing. 
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How Many Stocks Should You Own? 
 

Look at this image. What do you think the number is where the arrow is? Generally, unless you put 

everything into lock-step stocks like BP and Shell, the number is 15. Surprised?  
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Time to Get Out of Tech Stocks? If So, Into What for Returns? 
 

Tech stocks were strong performers last year. The pandemic meant that providers of remote 

services like Zoom Video Communications or Peloton Interactive experienced massive sales growths, 

while a whole host of cybersecurity and cloud hosting companies did well alongside the usual big 

players like Microsoft, Apple and Amazon. However, as the economy bounces back from the 

disruption of COVID-19, tech stocks have slumped. 

What this sell-off means is a big question for investors. Is it time to get out of Tech stocks? And if so, 

what sectors are a safer bet for 2021? 

 

Why Are Tech Stocks Losing Value? 
 

Several factors have contributed to Tech stocks decline in 2021. Bond yields, considered poor 

performers for a long time, have begun to improve. This has made them a more attractive 

destination for investment at the expense of tech stocks. 

Another significant factor connected to bond yields is rising interest rates. Speculative, high-growth 

tech companies are reliant on future cash flow rises, so any sharp inclines in interest rates affect 

their future value, lowering their investment appeal. 
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Additionally, as COVID-19 vaccines roll out and the economy powers back, many investors are exiting 

Tech positions that performed well in 2020 and investing back into areas that should grow over the 

next year. Stocks that are linked to an economic comeback are looking more favourable. 

 

Is It Time To Buy Cyclical Stocks? 
 

If tech stocks are looking a little shaky, is it time to move into cyclical stocks? If the economy roars 

back, these stocks could be some of the biggest beneficiaries. JPMorgan’s Mislav Matejka certainly 

thinks so, and he suggested while some cyclical stocks values looked a bit “toppy” after a strong 

2020, he wouldn’t recommend anyone to cash out just yet. Matejka went on to suggest that until 

bond yields came down, cyclical stocks should perform well. 

Which Type of Cyclical Stocks Are Good Alternatives to Tech? 
 

Right now, Industrials, Energy and Communications stock all stand to benefit from the economic 

recovery and Joe Biden’s $1.9tn stimulus package. Banks and automotive stocks also look attractive. 

While the road to recovery is not clear yet, there is a good argument for investing in solid cyclicals 

with a good track record within specific sectors as the vaccine rollout continues. 

Additionally, there are plenty of cyclical hospitality stocks that could be of interest to investors too. 

Travel and leisure companies like cruise lines have seen their valuations rise in recent weeks as the 

market speculates on the end of the pandemic. While these could turn out to be a good bet, there is 

too much uncertainty around travel and tourism to make this anything except a risky, speculative 

play. Caution is advised. 

http://www.alpeshpatel.com/sharescope
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Should I Stick With Tech Stocks? 
 

For some tech stocks, like Tesla and Invesco, this market correction was severe. Many US tech stocks 

had been aggressively priced and were reaching bubble territory. However, while bond-yields are 

high, it’s still not time to write off tech stocks. There are too much innovative and potentially 

market-disrupting technologies to believe this downturn will continue across the board. 

Apple, Microsoft and DocuSign should all expect a reasonable 2021. Interestingly, stocks like Uber 

and Lyft — which both had disappointing sales growth in 2020 — should bounce back as global 

lockdowns recede.  

Again, resilient stocks with good fundamentals are here for the long haul. While some pretenders 

will come and go, strong performers like Netflix, Apple, and Amazon will weather the storm.  

Conclusion 
 

Ultimately, while tech stocks have taken something of a dip lately, they aren’t going anywhere. 

Individual stocks will come and go, but the broader tech market will continue to show strength. It 

would be wise for investors to keep some tech stocks in the portfolio, with assets like Microsoft, 

Apple and Amazon good bets to ride volatility over the long term. 

As tempting as it is, now is not the time to chase quick returns by gambling on news and fads. 

Investors should Look to have resilient holdings across a few different sectors, including, but not 

limited to, tech. 

 

Poor Performing Funds 

It has been a difficult few years for UK investment fund managers. Between the debacle of the 

Woodford Equity Income Fund and the COVID-19 pandemic, "star" funds that promised so much 

have led only to disappointment for investors. Investors looking to find the right home for their 

pension, SIPP, or ISA, have a decision to make: lose money due to UK investment fund manager's 

underperformance or learn more about investing themselves. 
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The State of Play 

Everywhere you look, you can find evidence of UK fund managers terrible performance. The S&P 

Global's Indices Versus Active (SPIVA) scorecard is a measure of how fund managers perform against 

their benchmark. In 2018, they reported that almost three out of every four active fund managers 

had underperformed against the market. More recently, in the tumultuous economic conditions that 

are touted as the most favourable for fund managers, only around 70% beat the benchmark. 

While this would be concerning alone, it's only one part of a larger picture. The performance of 

some of the UK's largest funds is shocking. Over the last three years, the Invesco UK Equity High 

Income Fund had a three-year underperformance of 21%. This fund — in the UK All Companies 

sector — holds over £3.2b, much of it pension and savings funds. 

http://www.alpeshpatel.com/sharescope
https://www.ft.com/content/7e4c0d91-8b6d-419b-9be3-80131d5cb462
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https://www.etfstream.com/news/spiva-europe-scorecard-active-uk-equity-funds-outperform-while-other-managers-struggle/
https://www.whatinvestment.co.uk/spot-the-dog-report-highlights-poor-performing-funds-2619006/
https://www.whatinvestment.co.uk/spot-the-dog-report-highlights-poor-performing-funds-2619006/
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Two other funds of similar size with a lousy performance are JP Morgan's US Equity Income Fund 

which holds over £3.2b and has badly underperformed against the resurgent US stock market by 

around 27%. Another behemoth fund that can't keep up with its benchmark is Schroders Personal 

Wealth Multi-Manager International Equity X. While it is up overall, it lags the market by 11%. 

2019 Winner's Luck Transforms 

Sadly, this pattern continues throughout the investment fund industry. Witan (WTAN) chief 

executive Andrew Bell has recently apologised to investors after what he termed a lamentable 

performance during the covid crisis. They trailed the market by a shocking 12%, which Bell 

explained, was due to inactivity in cutting the fund's exposure to UK stocks affected during the 

pandemic and the resulting lockdowns. 

The fund had performed strongly in 2019, but that progress was wiped out by dithering for too long 

during the crisis, eventually leading to the losses.  

Ninety-One Problems 

Ninety One, the self-styled sustainable active investors, have admitted that about a third of its funds 

are underperforming against the market. With a total value of close to £2b, three of their funds had 

all suffered low returns for investors.  

The Cautious Managed — a £1.2b total fund — is down about 11% over three years and trailing the 

industry average by around 17%. While things weren't looking too good for two of its other funds, 

the UK Special Situations (down 18%, 15% against the market) and the UK Total Returns have 

returned a staggering -23%, well behind the market average of 3%. 

The FTSE 100 Is No Longer A Safe Haven 

For those who invest in their pensions in index funds, 2020 was a bad year. The FTSE 100 fell by 

around 14.3%, which was its worst year since the global financial crisis of 2008. While some of these 

problems were due to Brexit and a larger market recession, these mitigating circumstances will be of 

scant consolation to anyone who has lost a large chunk of their retirement fund. This exposure, of 

course, is the long-stated issue with index funds and underlines the importance of diversifying into 

different types of bonds or other investments. 

Huge Fees 

One of the most striking aspects of UK funds chronic underperformance is the high fees charged to 

have a seat at the table. It is estimated that underperforming funds have charged their investors 

around £1/2bn over the last years. Seventeen significant funds lagged behind the market over the 

previous three years, with funds like Investco's UK Equity Income and High-Income funds drawing 

over £70m in fees.  

 

http://www.alpeshpatel.com/sharescope
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Paying huge fees to underperform the market is scandalous. Jupiter Asset Management also has 

three funds on the list of companies charging exorbitant fees for terrible returns: Income Trust, 

Absolute Return and the Uk Growth.Prices for these funds are around £35m combined.  

Conclusion 

For UK investors looking to grow their pension pot, none of this is good news. UK funds operate in a 

very efficient marketplace where small margins decide who the occasional victor is. Unfortunately 

for the investor, picking one of the handfuls of firms who make good on their promised returns isn't 

always easy. It is for this reason that UK investors should consider reducing the fees and learning to 

invest themselves. With the right guidance and some research, they can hardly do worse than some 

of these funds. 
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